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Abstract
In the recent paper of Gan and Huang (Linear Algebra Appl. 374 (2003) 317), several simple criteria, as well
as a necessary condition for nonsingular H-matrices, have been obtained. Inspired by this work, we will deﬁne
several new subclasses of nonsingular H-matrices and give necessary conditions for a matrix to be an H-matrix.
Finally, as a result of numerical experiments, we establish relations between deﬁned and some already known
subclasses.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
How to check if a given matrix is an H-matrix (meaning a nonsingular H-matrix) is important, but
still open, question. Well-known characterization of H-matrices is given by the fact that the matrix is an
H-matrix iff it can be scaled to strictly diagonally dominant (SDD) matrix by nonsingular diagonal matrix
(from the right side, of course). The problem is how to ﬁnd such a scaling matrix. So, some subclasses of
H-matrices are very useful, in particular if they are described by “checkable” conditions, meaning simple
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functions of matrix elements only.At ﬁrst, we will present some already known such subclasses, and then
derive several new ones.
Throughout the paper we will use the following notations:
N := {1, 2, . . . , n} for the set of indices,
S for any nonempty subset of N,
S := N\S for the complement of S,
ri(A) :=
∑
k∈N,k =i
|aik| for ith row sum and
rSi (A) :=
∑
k∈S,k =i
|aik| for part of ith row sum, which corresponds to the subset S.
Obviously, for arbitrary subset S and each index i ∈ N
ri(A)= rSi (A)+ rSi (A).
As the class of strictly diagonally dominant (SDD) matrices play the central role in this paper, we shall
start with its deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 1. A matrix A= [aij ] ∈ Cn,n is called SDD matrix if, for each i ∈ N , it holds that
|aii |>ri(A). (1)
There are various generalizations of the SDD class. Here we will repeat one of them, introduced in [2].
Deﬁnition 2. A matrix A = [aij ] ∈ Cn,n, n2 is called S-SDD matrix if there is a nonempty subset
S ⊂ N such that the following two conditions are satisﬁed:
|aii |>rSi (A) for each i ∈ S, (2)
and
(|aii | − rSi (A))(|ajj | − rSj (A))> rSi (A)rSj (A) for each i ∈ S and each j ∈ S. (3)
Both SDD andS-SDD classes are subclasses of H-matrices. For the ﬁrst one it is obvious, and for the
second, see [2].
As we have mentioned in the introduction, the following theorem is valid.
Theorem 1. A matrix A ∈ Cn,n is an H-matrix if and only if there exists a nonsingular diagonal matrix
X such that AX is an SDD matrix.
Hence, if we want to prove that a given matrix is an H-matrix, it will be sufﬁcient to show that there
exists a nonsingular diagonal matrix X such that AX belongs to arbitrary subclass of H-matrices.
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Before we formulate and prove some new H-matrix criteria, let us remind one of another known
subclass. Its origin can be found in [5]:
Theorem 2. If matrix A= [aij ] ∈ Cn,n, n2, satisﬁes the condition
|aii ||ajj |>ri(A)rj (A) for each i, j ∈ N and i = j, (4)
then A is nonsingular.
But, in [1] it has been proved that above condition describes, in fact, a new subclass of H-matrices:
Theorem 3. If matrix A= [aij ] ∈ Cn,n, n2, satisﬁes the condition
|aii ||ajj |>ri(A)rj (A) for each i, j ∈ N and i = j, (5)
then A is an H-matrix.
2. New criteria for identifying H-matrices
From now on, for the matrixA=[aij ] ∈ Cn,n, satisfying aii = 0, for all i ∈ N , we will use the notation
RSi (A)=
∑
k∈S\{i}
rSk (A)
|akk| |aik|, i ∈ N
for arbitrary nonempty subset S ⊂ N . We also set R∅i (A)= 0.
Theorem 4. Let A = [aij ] ∈ Cn,n, n2, be a matrix with nonzero diagonal entries. If there exists a
nonempty subset S ⊂ N such that
rSi (A)>R
S
i (A) for each i ∈ S (6)
and
(rSi (A)− RSi (A))(rSj (A)− RSj (A))>RSi (A)RSj (A) f or each i ∈ S and each j ∈ S, (7)
then A is an H-matrix.
Proof. Let A = [aij ] ∈ Cn,n, n2, be a matrix satisfying conditions (6) and (7) for some nonempty
subset S ⊂ N . We construct a nonsingular diagonal matrix X such that AX is an S-SDD matrix, which
will be sufﬁcient to prove that A is an H-matrix.
Let X = diag(x1, x2, . . . , xn), where
xk =


rSk (A)
|akk| , k ∈ S,
rSk (A)
|akk| , k ∈ S.
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Now we have
|(AX)ii | = rSi (A), i ∈ S and |(AX)ii | = rSi (A), i ∈ S,
and for each i ∈ N
rSi (AX)=
∑
k∈S\{i}
rSk (A)
|akk| |aik| = R
S
i (A),
rSi (AX)=
∑
k∈S\{i}
rSk (A)
|akk| |aik| = R
S
i (A).
Obviously, conditions (6) and (7) are exactly conditions (2) and (3) from Deﬁnition 2 for the matrix AX,
(the same subset S), respectively, so it remains to prove that matrix X is nonsingular. But, this is obvious,
because:
• for any k ∈ S from condition (6) it follows that rSk (A)> 0 and
• for any k ∈ S from condition (7) it follows that rSk (A)> 0. 
Theorem 5. Let A= [aij ] ∈ Cn,n, n2, be a matrix with nonzero diagonal entries. If
ri(A)rj (A)>R
N
i (A)R
N
j (A) for all i, j ∈ N, i = j (8)
then A is an H-matrix.
Proof. Now, we will construct a nonsingular diagonal matrix X such that AX satisﬁes condition (5) and,
using Theorem 3, conclude that A is an H-matrix.
Similarly as in the proof of previous theorem, for X = diag(x1, x2, . . . , xn), where
xk = rk(A)|akk| , k ∈ N,
we obtain
|(AX)ii | = ri(A) and ri(AX)= RNi (A),
for all i ∈ N , which completes the proof. 
It is always interesting to establish relationships between the new subclasses of H-matrices with already
known ones. Concerning all subclasses mentioned in this paper so far, these relations can be illustrated
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by the following ﬁgure:
SDD
S-SDD
Th. 3
Th. 4
Th. 5
H
It can be easily proved that the class of SDD matrices is subset of the class explained in Theorem 3,
which is subset of S-SDD class. Numerical experiments show that these subsets are proper ones. It is
also evident that every SDD matrix satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4 has to fulﬁll the conditions
of Theorem 5, too. For the rest of the relations in the ﬁgure we have managed to construct proper
examples.
3. Criteria for identifying H-matrices via irreducibility
In this section we will extend the previous results by letting all but at least one of the considered
inequalities not to be strict.
We will deal with irreducible matrices; see [6]. Within this class we will prove two new criteria for
identifying H-matrices. The ﬁrst one arises from the statement that eachS-SDD matrix is an H-matrix,
while the second one can be obtained in a similar way, starting from Theorem 4.
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We say that matrix A = [aij ] ∈ Cn,n is an irreducible diagonally dominant (IDD) matrix if A is
irreducible, if
|aii |ri(A) for all i ∈ N, (9)
and if strict inequality holds for at least one index i ∈ N , see [7].
Theorem 6. Let A = [aij ] ∈ Cn,n, n2 be an irreducible matrix. If there is a nonempty proper subset
S ⊂ N such that
|aii |rSi (A) for each i ∈ S (10)
and
(|aii | − rSi (A))(|ajj | − rSj (A))rSi (A)rSj (A) for each i ∈ S and j ∈ S, (11)
where the last inequality becomes strict one for at least one pair of indices i ∈ S, and j ∈ S, then A is
an H-matrix.
Proof. In order to prove that A is an H-matrix, we will construct a nonsingular diagonal matrix X such
that AX is IDD. This will be sufﬁcient, since IDD matrices belong to the class of H-matrices.
For > 0, we construct nonsingular diagonal matrix X = diag(x1, x2, . . . , xn) in the following way:
xk =
{
, k ∈ S,
1, k ∈ S.
First, it is evident that for each > 0, matrix AX remains irreducible.
Next, the matrix AX will be diagonally dominant if
rSi (A)+ rSi (A)|aii | for i ∈ S and rSj (A)+ rSj (A) |ajj | for j ∈ S,
where at least one of the above n inequalities is a strict one.
For a moment, let us forget about strict inequality. The above inequalities can be equivalently expressed
by
(|aii | − rSi (A))rSi (A), i ∈ S (12)
and
rSj (A) |ajj | − rSj (A), j ∈ S. (13)
Using condition (10) we have
|aii | − rSi (A)0, i ∈ S. (14)
If we analyze condition (11) carefully, we can conclude that
|ajj | − rSj (A)0, j ∈ S (15)
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holds too. Namely, there is at least one pair of indices k ∈ S,  ∈ S, such that
(|akk| − rSk (A))(|a| − rS (A))> rSk (A)rS (A), hence |akk| − rSk (A)> 0.
Since condition (11) should hold for each pair of indices, by combining k with all indices from S we get
inequality (15). Because of that we can replace condition (13) with
rSj (A) |ajj | − rSj (A), j ∈ S, rSj (A) = 0. (16)
Condition (12) can be replaced by
(|aii | − rSi (A))rSi (A), i ∈ S, |aii |>rSi (A), (17)
because, as a consequence of condition (11) and the irreducibility of matrix A, for every index i for which
|aii | = rSi (A), rSi (A) has to be zero, and in this case every positive  will satisfy the above (in) equality.
Finally, both conditions (17) and (16) will be satisﬁed if we choose
max
i∈S,|aii |>rSi (A)
rSi (A)
|aii | − rSi (A)
 min
j∈S,rSj (A)=0
|ajj | − rSj (A)
rSj (A)
.
This interval for  is not empty, because of condition (11).
It remains to prove that there exists at least one i ∈ S such that
rSi (A)+ rSi (A)< |aii |,
or at least one j ∈ S such that
rSj (A)+ rSj (A)< |ajj |.
On the contrary, if
|aii | − rSi (A)=
1

rSi (A) for each i ∈ S
and
|ajj | − rSj (A)= rSj (A) for each j ∈ S,
then
(|aii | − rSi (A))(|ajj | − rSj (A))= rSi (A)rSj (A)
will hold for each i ∈ S and j ∈ S. But, as we already saw, this is not true at least for k ∈ S and  ∈ S.
The proof is now completed. 
The second identifying criteria is given in the following theorem.
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Theorem 7. Let A= [aij ] ∈ Cn,n, n2, be an irreducible matrix with nonzero diagonal entries. If there
exists a nonempty proper subset S ⊂ N such that
rSi (A)R
S
i (A) for each i ∈ S (18)
and
(rSi (A)− RSi (A))(rSj (A)− RSj (A))RSi (A)RSj (A) for each i ∈ S and j ∈ S, (19)
where the last inequality becomes strict one for at least one pair of indices i ∈ S and j ∈ S, then A is an
H-matrix.
Proof. Wewill construct a nonsingular diagonal matrix X such thatAX satisﬁes conditions fromTheorem
6, which will be sufﬁcient to prove that A is an H-matrix.
Deﬁning X as in the proof of Theorem 4, we have
|(AX)ii | = rSi (A), i ∈ S and |(AX)ii | = rSi (A), i ∈ S,
and for each i ∈ N
rSi (AX)= RSi (A), rSi (AX)= RSi (A).
Now it is easy to see that conditions (18) and (19) are exactly conditions (10) and (11), respectively, for
the matrix AX, so it remains to prove the nonsingularity of the matrix X.
On the contrary, suppose that the subset of indices N1 := S1 ∪ S2, where
S1 := {i ∈ S : rSi (A)= 0} and S2 := {i ∈ S : rSi (A)= 0}
is nonempty. Under this assumption, we will show that for each i ∈ N1 and for each j ∈ N\N1 aij = 0,
which will be in the contradiction with the irreducibility of the matrix A. (It is important to note that the
subset N\N1 is not empty, since inequality (19) should be the strict one for at least one pair of indices
i ∈ S, j ∈ S.)
Without loss of generality we will suppose that S1 = ∅.
At ﬁrst, from the deﬁnition of the values RSi (A), we conclude that
RSi (A)= 0 for all i ∈ S1.
Similarly, from the deﬁnition of the values RSi (A), we have
RSi (A)= 0 for all i ∈ S2 (if any).
Now, because of condition (19), it follows that
• either RSj (A)= 0 for all j ∈ S
• or RSi (A)= 0 for all i ∈ S1.
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Suppose that RSj (A)= 0 for all j ∈ S. Then for all j ∈ S we have
0= RSj (A)=
∑
k∈S
rSk (A)
|akk| |ajk| =
∑
k∈S\S1
rSk (A)
|akk| |ajk|,
so it should be ajk = 0 for all k ∈ S\S1 and all j ∈ S. Since, in addition, ajk = 0 for all k ∈ S\S1 and
all j ∈ S1, this contradicts the irreducibility of matrix A.
Hence, for all i ∈ S1:
0= RSi (A)=
∑
k∈S
rSk (A)
|akk| |aik| =
∑
k∈S\S2
rSk (A)
|akk| |aik|,
and the conclusion is that
aik = 0 for all i ∈ S1, k ∈ S\S2. (20)
If S2 = ∅, the relation (20) together with aik = 0 for all i ∈ S1, k ∈ S\S1, can be rewritten as
aik = 0 for all i ∈ S1, k ∈ S ∪ (S\S1)=N\S1,
which contradicts the irreducibility of matrix A.
Finally, if S2 = ∅, in a very similar way we can get
aik = 0 for all i ∈ S2, k ∈ S\S1. (21)
Combining (20) and (21) with
aik = 0 for all i ∈ S1, k ∈ S\S1
and
aik = 0 for all i ∈ S2, k ∈ S\S2,
we get
aik = 0 for all i ∈ N1, k ∈ N\N1,
which ends the proof. 
4. Criteria for identifying H-matrices via nonzero chains
In this section, we will prove two new criteria for a matrix to be an H-matrix, both of them based on the
following fact: a diagonally dominant matrix will remain to be an H-matrix if we change the irreducibility
with the existence of nonzero element chains, more precisely—with the following condition:
• for each index i ∈ N such that |aii | = ri(A), there exist indices i1, i2, . . . , ik ∈ N , such that
aii1, ai1i2, . . . , aik−1ik are all nonzero (i.e. there exists a path form i to ik) and |aikik |>rik (A), [3].
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Theorem 8. Let A= [aij ] ∈ Cn,n, n2. If there is a nonempty proper subset S ⊂ N such that
1.
|aii |rSi (A) for each i ∈ S, (22)
2.
(|aii | − rSi (A))(|ajj | − rSj (A))rSi (A)rSj (A) for each i ∈ S and j ∈ S, (23)
where the last inequality becomes strict one for at least one pair of indices i ∈ S, j ∈ S and
3. for every pair of indices i ∈ S, j ∈ S for which is
(|aii | − rSi (A))(|ajj | − rSj (A))= rSi (A)rSj (A),
there exists a pair of indices  ∈ S, k ∈ S, such that
(|akk| − rSk (A))(|a| − rS (A))> rSk (A)rS (A),
and there is path from i to  and from j to k,
then A is an H-matrix.
Proof. Let us deﬁnematrixX as in the proof ofTheorem6,with chosen  such thatmatrixAX is diagonally
dominant. It is sufﬁcient, then, to prove that AX has nonzero element chains, i.e. that for each index i for
which is |(AX)ii | = ri(AX), there is path from i to some index j, for which |(AX)jj |>rj (AX) holds.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that i ∈ S. Then we know that
|aii | − rSi (A)= rSi (A).
Our aim is to ﬁnd an index j such that there is path from i to j and
|ajj | − rSj (A)> rSi (A) if j ∈ S
or
|ajj | − rSj (A)>
1

rSj (A) if j ∈ S.
As a ﬁrst case, suppose that rSi (A) = 0, then there exists j ∈ S such that aij = 0, meaning that there is
path from i to j. If |ajj | − rSj (A)> 1 rSj (A) holds, the proof is completed. So, suppose that
|ajj | − rSj (A)=
1

rSj (A).
Then
(|aii | − rSi (A))(|ajj | − rSj (A))= rSi (A)rSj (A),
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and because of the third condition in the theorem, there are paths from i to  ∈ S and from j to k ∈ S,
such that
(|akk| − rSk (A))(|a| − rS (A))> rSk (A)rS (A).
But, then either
|akk| − rSk (A)> rSk (A)
or
|a| − rS (A)>
1

rS (A).
Since there is path from i to , as well as from i to k, the proof is completed.
As a second case, suppose that rSi (A)= 0. Then
|aii | − rSi (A)= rSi (A)= 0
and
(|aii | − rSi (A))(|ajj | − rSj (A))= rSi (A)rSj (A)
for all j ∈ S and, again, there are paths from i to  ∈ S and from j to k ∈ S, such that
(|akk| − rSk (A))(|a| − rS (A))> rSk (A)rS (A).
But, referring to (15), we conclude that |a| − rS (A)> 0. If rS (A)= 0, then
|a| − rS (A)>
1

rS (A),
and the proof is completed. Finally, if rS (A)> 0, by applying the same reasoning as in the ﬁrst case (now
for the index ), we will ﬁnd the path from  to some j with the property |(AX)jj |>rj (A). Since path
property is transitive, this is the end of the proof. 
The second identifying criteria is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Let A = [aij ] ∈ Cn,n, n2 be a matrix with nonzero diagonal entries. If there exists a
nonempty proper subset S ⊂ N such that
1.
rSi (A)R
S
i (A) for each i ∈ S, (24)
2.
(rSi (A)− RSi (A))(rSj (A)− RSj (A))RSi (A)RSj (A) for each i ∈ S and j ∈ S, (25)
where the last inequality becomes strict one for at least one pair of indices i ∈ S, j ∈ S and
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3. for every pair of indices i ∈ S, j ∈ S for which is
(rSi (A)− RSi (A))(rSj (A)− RSj (A))= RSi (A)RSj (A),
there exists a pair of indices  ∈ S, k ∈ S, such that
(rSk (A)− RSk (A))(rS (A)− RS (A))>RSk (A)RS (A),
where there is path from i to  and from j to k,
then A is an H-matrix.
Proof. Using the same matrix X as in the proof of Theorem 7, it is evident that matrix AX will satisfy all
the conditions of the Theorem 8. It only remains to prove the nonsingularity of the matrix X. Supposing
that there is a zero diagonal element of the matrix X, we can split the set of indices in the same way as in
the proof of Theorem 7, and conclude that
• either amt = 0 for all m ∈ N1, t ∈ N\N1
• or amt = 0 for all m ∈ S ∪ S1, t ∈ S\S1
• or amt = 0 for all m ∈ S ∪ S2, t ∈ S\S2.
Without loose of generality we can suppose that S1 = ∅.
If S2 = ∅, taking a pair of indices i ∈ S1 ⊂ S, j ∈ S2 ⊂ S we have
rSi (A)= RSi (A)= 0 and rSj (A)= RSj (A)= 0,
hence,
(rSi (A)− RSi (A))(rSj (A)− RSj (A))= RSi (A)RSj (A).
If we start making a nonzero chains from i and from j, they cannot, respectively, end at some  ∈ S\S2
and k ∈ S\S1 in all above cases. So, either  ∈ S2 or k ∈ S1, but then
rSk (A)= RSk (A)= 0 or rS (A)= RS (A)= 0,
and the relation
(rSk (A)− RSk (A))(rS (A)− RS (A))>RSk (A)RS (A),
cannot be satisﬁed.
If S2 = ∅, taking a pair of indices i ∈ S1 ⊂ S, j ∈ S, we similarly get the contradiction. 
5. Necessary conditions
Along with the efforts to ﬁnd out whether a given matrix is an H-matrix, it is interesting to ﬁnd various
ways to conclude that a given matrix cannot be an H-matrix. Here we will formulate a new necessary
condition for a matrix to be an H-matrix, inspired by the well known one:
• Every H-matrix has at least one SDD row; see, for example, [4].
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Theorem 10. LetA=[aij ] ∈ Cn,n, n2 be an H-matrix. Then for every nonempty proper subset S ⊂ N
there exist i ∈ S, j ∈ S such that
(|aii | − rSi (A))(|ajj | − rSj (A))> rSi (A)rSj (A)
and, consequently,
|aii |>rSi (A), |ajj |>rSj (A).
Proof. Let A be an H-matrix. Then AT is an H-matrix, too, and there exists a nonsingular diagonal
matrix X = diag(x1, x2, . . . , xn) (without loss of generality we can suppose that all diagonal entries xk
are positive), such that ATX is strictly diagonally dominant, i.e.
|(ATX)ii |>ri(ATX) for all i ∈ N.
Let S be an arbitrary nonempty proper subset of the set of indices N. Then, obviously, for all i ∈ S and
j ∈ S
(|(ATX)ii | − rSi (ATX))(|(ATX)jj | − rSj (ATX))> rSi (ATX)rSj (ATX),
or, equivalently,
|aii |xi − ∑
k∈S\{i}
|aki |xk



|ajj |xj − ∑
k∈S\{j}
|akj |xk

>∑
k∈S
|aki |xk
∑
k∈S
|akj |xk.
By summing the above inequalities over all i ∈ S and j ∈ S, we get
∑
i∈S
|aii |xi −
∑
i∈S
∑
k∈S\{i}
|aki |xk



∑
j∈S
|ajj |xj −
∑
j∈S
∑
k∈S\{j}
|akj |xk


>
∑
i∈S
∑
k∈S
|aki |xk
∑
j∈S
∑
k∈S
|akj |xk,
or, equivalently(∑
i∈S
|aii |xi −
∑
k∈S
xkr
S
k (A)
)∑
j∈S
|ajj |xj −
∑
k∈S
xkr
S
k (A)

>∑
k∈S
xkr
S
k (A)
∑
k∈S
xkr
S
k (A),
or, equivalently∑
i∈S
∑
j∈S
xixj (|aii | − rSi (A))(|ajj | − rSj (A))>
∑
i∈S
∑
j∈S
xixj r
S
i (A)r
S
j (A).
Obviously, then there exists at least one pair of indices i ∈ S, j ∈ S, such that
(|aii | − rSi (A))(|ajj | − rSj (A))> rSi (A)rSj (A).
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At least for one pair of these indices i ∈ S and j ∈ S, we have
|aii | − rSi (A)> 0 and |ajj | − rSj (A)> 0. 
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